
Complete the gaps with multi-part verbs
Look forward to, check in, put up with, get on with, get to, get at, take off,

get by, ring up

1)I really 

.. (wait for) our summer holidays.
2) You need to

. (register) one hour before the flight.

3) I don’t know how you



.(tolerate) their 
constant quarrelling.

4) She can’t think why Maria is always

..(criticise) her.
5) With 4 kids to feed, Josie


.(is able to survive) 

on just 75$ a week.
6) When we


(arrive) to the airport we were

met by our guide.
7) As the plane


(rise into the air) I remembered

I hadn't turned the iron off.
8) We 



(communicate well) my cousin- we are of the same age 

and have much in common.
9) Why didn’t you

.(phone) me and tell you would be late?!



MULTI - PART VERBS

Complete the description with these verbs in the correct form:

Look forward to, check in, put up with, get on with, get to, get at, take off,

get by, ring up

When I am abroad, I always look forward to getting back home. I start

feeling homesick as soon as the plane____________. When I ______

A new place, the first thing I do after I have_______ at the hotel, is

to_______ my family and have a chat with them. Unfortunately, I have to 

Travel a lot on business and I often go to the States. I_______

The Americans very well-they are always very friendly. I speak good

English too, so I can_______in the Sates without any problems. I’m not

Very keen on American food but I can_______it. The problem is that I’m 

A stay-at-home. My sister always_______ me-she says I’m boring and 

unadventurous, but as the saying goes, “home sweet home”.



Match the adjectives 

and the definitions

Reliable

Sensible

Sympathetic

sociable

Reckless

Sensitive

Wealthy

Tolerant

- Allowing people to say, to do or believe 

something without criticising them

-Easily hurt, upset, or offended by things 

that people say

-Someone who enjoys being with other people

-Reasonable, practical, able to judge things well

-Someone who can be trusted and dependent on

-Having a lot of money, possessions etc.

- Not caring or worrying about possible bad

results of your actions

-Willing to try to understand someone else’s 

problems and give them any help they need



Make your own definitions 

for the following adjectives

AMBITIOUS                       SHY

HARD-WORKING        COMPETITIVE

POLITE                     CONSERVATIVE

CHATTY                      CHEERFUL

IMPATIENT                  RESERVED



Describe these characters

Prove your ideas with facts

And examples




